
ART NOUVEAU: RESTORATION AND A REVELATION 

AS FOUND- NOT A 

PROBLEM, RATHER AN 

OPPORTUNITYTO EXCEL 



The David Veasey rose bowl is indeed a beautiful example of Art Nouveau pewter.
The roses have winding stems as they go under the base. The small embossed butterflies, and twirls are very apparent on 
unpolished pieces. The bowl measures 12.5 inches across the handles – the bowl diameter is 9.5 inches; it is 4.5 inches high. 
Weight is approximately 3 lbs 10 oz – 1600 grams. Likely made by Wm Hair Haseler (WHH) in Birmingham. (Solkets 
trademark – using the TUDRIC Liberty mark).  

The butterflies and twirls vanish in many of the very polished pieces offered for sale – they then are not as the designer 
intended, if still pleasing to the eye of many collectors (who might not know the original design). 

My colleague who does expert restoration of old firearms, maps, and pewter (for himself) acquired an example in dire 
condition. potentially an attractive art nouveau thing with naturalistic motifs, a perfect match to display a favourite plant. 

My colleague has inflexible ethics regarding antique restoration. What is done should result in something pleasing to him. 

What is done should make it better for posterity, stopping ongoing corrosion or other degradation. 
What is done should be consistent with what the maker would likely want to be done - to maintain the item. 

The last ethic is most important. David Veasey designed this and did a good job. 
Nothing should be done that undermines that. 

This is where my colleague makes a difference. Hours and hours of careful working over making sure black corrosion etc. is 
cleaned out while not obliterating fine detail. At first this seems to leave unsightly pitting etc. 
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AN EXACTLY PERFECT RESULT (as judged by the restorer of course - this is how he wanted it to look). 
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MOST OF THE CLEANED EXAMPLES ON THE MARKET HAVE BEEN OVERLY CLEANED LOSING DETAIL; OR MODIFIED. 

IN MY OPINION THEY COMPARE UNFAVOURABLY WITH AN ORIGINAL VEASEY ROSE BOWL THAT HAS BEEN 

CLEANED GENTLY PRESERVING THE DESIGNER'S DETAILS. 



OF HIS METHODS the restorer says – 

I like this pattern and I like mine. I spent more time working on it than on any three other pieces. At times, my fingertips 
were worn right through (use of wet and dry) so I had to stop for some days.   

At first comparing with on-line images I thought perhaps mine would end up in much worse condition than most on-line as 
they seemed to look so good.  

1. THEY WERE ALL CAST FROM THE SAME MOULD

2. THEY WERE ALL (without cabochons) MADE AT THE SAME TIME 1901 - 1903 OR SO

3. THEY ALL STARTED OUT WITH THE FINE DETAIL SWIRLS ETC

4. IN AGE THEY ALL CORRODED WITH SIGNIFICANT PITTING.

As the project progressed, I discovered that the bright ones were ALL excessively (to my taste) polished with loss of detail. 

I was very careful not to grind away the zig zags of the flying butterfly or the swirls in the air scent wafting around. 

I worked sandpaper with a chopstick point to take out black in lows without grinding away highs. 

He also added – 

I think the cabochons on the same model are MUCH later.  

……………………………………………………………….. 

The revelation for this writer/collector is the many swirls apparent on those not heavily polished. 

How many other highly polished pieces might have been more detailed than they look today? 



BELOW - David Veazey water colour submitted as "Tramp" to a Studio magazine competition published March 1901 
(Volume 22, Issue 96). The bowl shows his characteristic design style and was adapted by Liberty to form a footed bowl 
without enamel commonly seen in the pewter Tudric range.  
The Roses and Butterflies are enamelled. 

The Liberty is number TUDRIC 011 - so a very early piece for them. Possibly predating 1900. David Veasey the designer for the Liberty piece 
Born 1868 married Emma Weeks. There is a photo of them both dated 1938 – if really them then he was 70. His nickname was “Tramp”. This 
website welcomes any further information regarding David Veasey. 

The design for this bowl is by “Tramp”, the pseudonym of David Veazey, a well known metal work designer who designed for Liberty & Co’s 
Cymric range c 1900-1906. This design, with enamel and a different inscription from Tennyson’s Maud, won first prize in the Studio’s 1901 
competition for a rose bowl.  The design was published in the Studio, Volume 22 March 1901, page 140. The image published was reproduced 
from the original water colour that has been retained with the bowl and was included with its sale – see images.In the same competition 
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1901 SILVER ROSE BOWL DESrGN CONTEST WINNER 



“Tramp” / Veazey won a commendation for another rose bowl, also reproduced in the same Studio Journal edition, on page 
141. This design was acquired by Liberty and became a very popular piece in its Tudric pewter range.

As far as known, the winning design for the rose bowl was not produced by Liberty in silver or pewter. It is possible this 
piece is an unmarked Haseler/Liberty prototype that, perhaps due to its cost/complexity of production, was never 
produced. 

There is very little biographical information on David Veazey. A review of the National Census sees him living in London 
and in both 1901 and 1911's census returns he describes himself as a 
professional metalwork designer. 

Veazey's work can largely be identified from his contributions to the Studio under his chosen artist name "Soldier", and then 
from around 1900, "Tramp". He regularly entered and won, or was awarded a medal prize, in the Studio's quarterly 
competitions and as such his illustrations were published. 

Several of these were bought by Liberty and can be linked to Liberty designs in silver and pewter. 
His earliest metalwork design (for a metal name plate) is in the July 1897 Studio (Volume 11, Issue 52) and this, together 
with other illustrated pieces up to 1899 show an eclectic style.  

In March 1900 he won first prize for a silver cup which exhibited two design themes which then seem to have 
consistently formed part of nearly all his work. These were the use of "annual honesty" or "money plant" seed pods and the 
classic arts and crafts "tree of life" design. Based off these precedents it seems Veazey contributed no pieces to the 1900 
Liberty catalogue, and similarly therefore almost certainly none to the May 1899 catalogue also. 



Other pieces perhaps requiring further renovation that appeared at auction in the UK 

And renovated pieces 


